
From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Saturday, June 28, 2008 10:11 AM PT 

To: Richard Cummings 
Cc: rest; Dad; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of 

"Independance" [sic]; Randall Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 

911 victim - Member of Sayeret Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; 

'ctorres3@bloomberg.net'; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - 

Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; 'eschoenberg@rabbinicalassembly.org'; 'Rabbi 
Menachem Creditor'; Mossad; United States Justice Department; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: Day 15 of the Hostage Crisis ending - Mythical - just3ants.com 

 

Richard hi, 

 
Do you know why I call today, “Day 15 of the Hostage Crisis Ending”? 

 

When you read this 4284 word rather important and heavily broadcasted 

communication to Craig Torres that only left my computer at 9:07 PM last evening 

because of the rather large number of email addresses in the blind copied section, 
what if any questions did it leave unanswered in your mind as it pertains to both 

our personal as well as financial security without of course any thought given to if 

any spirituality remains in those who lie, steal and cheat? 

 

Of course you question why would anyone purchase one of our “I don’t lie, steal 
and cheat” t-shirts given the weak economy and the fact that “everyone” lies, 

steals and cheats, which doesn’t at least prevent you from buying one of these t-

shirts for a young kid you know, who has not yet been co-opted-corrupted, apart 

from the fact that you also know such a purchase will promote that much more, all 

the teachings of just3ants.com which simply may not yet serve the best interests of 

your pocket book? 
 

At the same time, because I am helping remind you now, you are not alone in 

figuring how “frighteningly easy” it is for anyone to understand, including all those 

many throughout the world not profiting from the United States of America’s out-

of-control military-industrial-complex, what exactly prevents those profiting from all 
the contrived wars and recessions-depressions returning to just3ants.com and 

helping spread such very important and easy to understand truths. 

 

Right now a group of 4 young female runners in very excellent physical shape, very 

possibly from the Torrey Pines High school track team, are running fairly leisurely 
along the narrow stretch of cliff  

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rcummings-journey.htm.pdf


 
in front of our cliff house in a northerly direction toward Dog Beach, 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/rand-pypeetoe.htm


 
and  

 
 

each one looks better than the next. 
 

Bear in mind the following as you think carefully about your answers to my not all 

that many questions, that you know, even if you decide to be deafeningly silent, 

will be broadcast adding to my already significant footprint on the Internet: 

 



First, it is not only US mostly out-of-shape fatso Americans who seem to come 

together in admonishing China for “human rights violations” but pretty much each 

one of our allies including the very vocal French-French and mostly Roman Catholic 
who I, like many aware Jewish people, have a very soft spot for; and it is not only 

because Parisians treat my French-Canadian wife and I when we visit, so 

extraordinarily well, given how first of all, they like to see a classy lady with the 

most beautiful body attached to one most gorgeous face, but they are floored by 

her extraordinarily good French which you can only begin to appreciate how truly 
good it is, assuming you are not French-French or French-Canadian, just by her 

extraordinarily good command of the English language which is in fact her 3rd 

language; and although math is all our first, not all of us, given how poorly most of 

us are raised by poorly conditioned parents not to appreciate the importance of this 

most precise language that is all geared to empower us, first and foremost, not be 

so self-absorbed and to realize that only one most extraordinary Supernatural Force 
could have invented such a universally accepted language that contains few if any 

mistakes, and those so few that there are helping remind us to constantly be in 

search of “enlightenment” beginning with the only “error” I am aware of, which 

occurs when computing the square root of a negative number that causes even a 

calculator to “short-circuit”, when in fact we all know, at least those of us interested 
in constantly exploring the truth, that such a “mistake” has to be a mistake given 

how when simply looking at artificial light one can see clearly when looking at the 

light waves there are no “gaps” even when entering “negative territory”; and by 

now I know, even if you haven’t understood a word about artificial light, let alone 

why someone like Pythagoras the first mathematician-philosopher to take all 
mysticism and superstition out of the equation with his Right Angle Triangle 

theorem, wouldn’t have even thought to bother with this “problem” since artificial 

light didn’t exist at the same, you can’t wait for point two; and of course 

Pythagoras like every intelligent-enlightened human being was deeply spiritual. 

 

Second, not all of the literate world has yet read my first ever communication with 
Craig Torres, a reporter for Bloomberg New, and nor have most of the literate 

people in the world read all my prior broadcasted communiqués that began with 

this one email I sent to my dad on his 77th birthday, back on October 18th, 2000 

just prior to my New Beginnings Party which my dad attended here in Del Mar, but 

all those, no matter how unenlightened only thinking about themselves, first and 
foremost their pocket book, know that so long as the world doesn’t blow up or their 

benefactors, the ruling elite, don’t manage to shut down the internet, my rather 

easy to understand communications will all be read, exposing all the hypocrisy as 

well as all those who profit currently without a thought of course given to the fact 

that a Superior Being doesn’t need to wait until death to be vengeful; just look at 
the look on the faces of all those on the “$ shit list” [sic] and those yet to be added.  
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Click HERE for the relatively long party invitation that was sent out via email on 

December 1st, 2000 as well as this shorter version; such a “timely” party invitation 
that was first sent to AKAMAI [Welcome in Hawaiian] co-founder Randall Kaplan, 

the partner of Daniel Lewin, very likely, given Daniel’s Israeli Special Forces 

training, the first victim of 911, to coincide with the 27th anniversary of Ben 

Gurion’s passing. 

 
Not to mention yet again Ben Gurion who always chose very carefully his words 

beginning with imploring “The children of Israel be a light unto the nations” 

remained in many of our minds the official head of the Mossad until his death which 

occurred 13 months to the day following my first meeting with him on November 

1st. 1972, some 60 days after I-we arrived at his kibbutz Sde Boker for a 4 month 

not every day “fun and games” Ulpan and some 57 odd days following United 
States of America’s De Beers sponsored PLO terrorists beginning to brutally murder 

11 defenseless Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympics. 

 

And of course following Gadna training, that took place on the Kibbutz which also 

had alongside an Israeli military base with obstacle course training and an outside 
shooting range where I excelled, when it came time to meet Boris Senior and other 

high ranking Israeli military officials who also knew not to talk but to mostly listen 

to my questions to see how much I not only knew but whether I could both figure 

things out on my own as well as be trusted like other members of my immediate 

family beginning with my two very quiet grandfathers who had by this time both 
passed on, I think it is fair to say that I did rather well. 

 

Yes, not only is it hard to get out of your head why it is that I am so trusted with 

than ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report but those 7 questions I had for 

that one rabbi who like all the Jewish rabbis and the rest of the corrupt clergy are 

now so very quiet, so very fearful of world peace that they all know can in fact be 
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achieved within 24 hours just by the Israel Defense Force shutting down the Straits 

of Hormuz. 

 
Bear in mind I had a pretty good “running start” 

 
given how I was mostly raised by my very caring and steeped in learning mother to 

“fly free and high” right from the start, and most of all encouraging my curiosity 
while guiding me ever so carefully with both fiction and non-fiction stories, to never 

place my trust in a human being, given my mother Zena’s knowledge of the 

problems of the world and the solutions to these problems, first shared with her 

when she too was little, by her pogrom orphaned paternal grandmother Nechie 

Becker Badash, who only returned with from Tel-Aviv, Israel to England when my 
“born to perform” most literate and worldly mother was born in 1929, the year 

German-South African Ernest Oppenheimer, a virulent anti-Semite became the 

official head of the combined holdings of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel and 

the world was set on a course of murder and destruction and such darkness not 

ceasing for a single moment since, but which didn’t prevent us “Wandering Jews” 
from knowing to “live life to the fullest”, aware that only an “Act of God” could have 

great people like Nechie Badash and her favored son, my grandfather Alef-Albert-Al 

Badash-Ash not only surviving but leading full and joyous lives, no matter their 

personal sufferings which of course didn’t last very much “in the scheme of things”. 

 

I have stated repeatedly, but only for the brain dead who are the biggest liars, 
thieves and cheats and who most of all have stopped learning because they have 

the most difficult time keeping track of their lies, that everything “turns” on what 

took place at the turn of the last century when United States bankers in the form of 

disgusting J.P. Morgan and Co. and supported wholeheartedly by the systemically 

corrupt 3 Branches of the US Government led the charge in financing 3 most 
important “deals”; first, De Beers, the monopolists of monopolists who represented 

the world’s ruling elite, who then orchestrated both the Anglo Boer War of 1899-

1902, all aimed at grabbing South Africa’s rich and abundant precious mineral 

resources beginning with gold and diamonds, and in 1900, the American led 8 Allied 

Nations invasion of China that didn’t stop the brutality of those 8 Allied nations who 
were now controlled by the very same De Beers bankers. 



 

Of course these Mother Fuckers were invigorated by their success on the 

battlefields and wanted more, all the while being so very civil when in each others 
company, drinking their cups of tea, mumbling their fartsy nothings all the while 

heaping bloodshed and tyranny on the hard working masses who weren’t looking in 

the least bit for a “strong leader” just to be left alone to raise their families in 

peaceful surroundings. 

 
The fact that the US Government gets so much support from the western alliance 

has it roots in not only that ghastly invasion of China bearing in mind the “free 

trade” of the British-American empire when hooking the hard working so cultured 

Chinese people on opium and in returning stealing their tea, but what took place 

following the brutality when De Beers and Co. became the brutal and so inefficient 

allocators of the world resources including human labor as us English-Americans 
began talking out of both sides of our months; first about the importance of our 

children being indoctrinated from an early age with, “We are a nation of laws” and  

of course, “the rule of law is supreme” followed in the next breath, “We represent 

goodness, prosperity for hard working peoples clamoring to come to our shores to 

enjoy democracy, freedom, free speech, blah blah” [sic] and at the same time 
forcing refugees to seek out our “safe haven” as US Americans led the western 

alliance in executing 24/7 the so void of human rights Regime Change Foreign 

policy, which has its roots in what a good number of the rest of the world 

remember as our Gunboat Diplomacy, and by the time the Vietnam War came 

around and you had American fuckhead teacher, professors and politicians explain 
to now 2 generations of dumbshits, “In support of our south east Asian policy”, who 

amongst US so brainwashed, void of culture, so hooked on modern art monies 

westerners even bothered to ask what such garbage verbiage actually meant given 

how we had our “Gods” in the form of Lennon and Dylan singing such “sensitive” 

words that made us “feel good”. 

 
Go ahead and vomit!! 

 

Pretty sad; not strike that; totally sickening is the only way to describe anyone at 

this point who chooses “denial” simply because it makes them feel comfortable. 

 
Yes, I am moving pretty fast these days. What about you? 

 

Ps – I am waiting for my one American Programmer Adam L. Tucker to organize my 

“daily diary” which ties in to the “Confessional” he is creating that could be 

operational sometime this weekend for each of us to “fall on the sword” letting the 
world know what we knew and when we knew it about the western alliance’s so 

unspeaking human rights violations that have been going on for a century now, and 

at the same time for each one of us literate people to write down in black and white 

and of course provide pictorials what is our “value system”. 

 
Ps I – Currently we have the rudest neighbors out in the ally next to our most 

awesome gallery-studio home commonly known amongst residences in the area as 

Carriage House, talking not only loudly as my so full-of-life, so very productive 



French-Canadian wife gets her beauty sleep but they have this most annoying dog 

trying to tell its owners and the unconscious-unenlightened-unintelligent people 

listening to their blabbering, “Get a life!” 
 

And of course I for one wouldn’t want to trade where we currently live,  

 
going back and forth between the mostly awesome sound of the waves crashing 
against the most beautiful cliffs and a one of kind ocean view that goes as far as 

the eye can see and our cabin-stone home nestled in a gently sloping hill deep 

inside the so very quiet and abundant wildlife and beyond belief so colorful 

landscape of the Cleveland National Forest, or for that matter my life, going back to 

the very start, some 51+ years ago, with a single other person, and I think Marie 
Dion Gevisser would say the same, although of course I cannot speak for my 

independent thinking most brilliant, so very funny F-C wife who of course I also 

adore, and who is now letting me know as she stretches in bed it is time for her 

cappuccino. 

 
What goes around comes around with a vengeance. 

 

I can only wish all the fuckheads, all the shitheads out there, “Long Life” and each 

day that goes by doesn’t make their final most brutal encounter with our Superior 

Being any easier to deal with. 

 

L’ Chaim-To Life-Peace-Paix-和平 

 

[Word count 2445] 
__________________________________________ 
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From: Gary S Gevisser 

Sent: Friday, June 27, 2008 9:07 PM PT 

To: Craig Torres - ctorres3@bloomberg.net 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 

Washington DC.; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Syd Cohen - Commander 

of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Dad; Mossad; Roy 

Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich 

Clinton; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former 
Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior 

DAAC operative David Rockefellar - Chairman of Chase Manhattan Bank; Mary 

Valder - Trilateral Commission; Laurie Black - Strategic Partners with Southwest 

Strategies, Steve Alexander Group,; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of 

Broadcasters; Rush Limbaugh; Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa; 

Obed Mlaba - Mayor of Durban, South Africa; South African Consulate General; 
South China Morning Post; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel 

[DAAC]; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Ernest Slotar Inc.; Martin Rapaport -CEO 

Rapaport Report; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Professor Rabbi Dennis Prager - TV-

Radio Talk Show Host; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; The Cow - BIG BEN 

aka The IT's writer; Sherri Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Oprah; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; President Rosenberg of the Screen Actors Guild; Melanie 

Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Meslissa R Berren Esq.; Drew Faust - 

President of Harvard University; Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Newell 

Starks - Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture 

Corporation fronting corporation; Vicky Schiff - co-Managing Director of Wetherly 
Capital Group; United States Justice Department; President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: Mythical - just3ants.com 

 

Craig, 

 

Were you aware that the Federal Reserve is owned by private commercial banks 
and therefore for the Fed to be reviewing rules for investing in private and equally 

nonsense non-private banks seems a little bizarre, wouldn’t you say? 

 

Have you checked out just3ants.com? 

 
I am now suggesting you begin, without my help, editing your article getting “lots 

of play” on Drudge Report, titled,  
 

Fed Reviews Rules for Investing in Commercial Banks. 
 

http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=axGJazZkL1rI&r

efer=worldwide 
 

Like most realizing what just3ants.com is all about, you have most likely chosen 

rather poorly to rapidly opt for, “denial”, because it is so much more comforting 
until you figure out that I first figured this out when launching just3ants.com, that 

like the rest of my 100 or so websites in various stages of construction from the 

bottom, contributes exponentially, thanks mostly to the deafening silences of those 



not willing to debate me, to my extraordinarily large “footprint” on the internet, 

that the mafia of mafia, the De Beers Anglo American Cartel figured out the instant 

I established “nexus” between myself and Codiam Inc., the DAAC’s most 
SIGNIFICANT price fixing operation on US soil back in November of 2004, some 13 

odd days of me first breaking a 24-year deafening silence back on November 11th, 

2004, with a 272 word email that began, 
 

“Remember me!” 
 

http://www.just3ants.com/punbb/viewtopic.php?pid=148#p148 

 

Not to mention the extraordinary importance in the pending collapse of capital and 

financial markets of a little known arms purchase that took place in South Africa 

soon after Israel’s most brutal War of Independence began in November 1947, and 
only concluding in early January 1949, that once understood by the masses of 

people who currently know little about this little known arms purchase of all time, 

and do not benefit from the profits of war unlike those directly in the armaments 

business who see peace as war on their profits, will not only have these masses of 

people who are not stupid, just poorly informed beginning to celebrate “big time”, 
while having those so very thin skinned elitists instantly showing their true “blood 

thirsty” colors, “heading for the hills” hoping against all hope this knowledge I am 

about to begin sharing with the world will “blow over” and be “lost” on heavily short 

term memory loss “sheep”, especially here in the western world suffering horribly 

from some 3 generations of the most brutally violent rule of the 3 Branches of the 
US Government who have been under the command and control of the De Beers 

and Co. bankers for more than a century. 

 

How dreadful. 

 

My so beautiful, so exotic, so exquisite bodied French-Canadian wife, such a body 
starting out perfect with her feet, perfect small ankles, dream both calf and long 

thigh muscles joined perfectly to the most perfect torso, and those wide shoulders 

holding up one most beautiful head covered with thick fine hair covering a one of a 

kind gorgeous face with a smile to die for, just handed me before going on a sunset 

walk along the bluffs of Del Mar some “very nice” smelling lavender that was picked 
from the garden of her one artist painter friend Ruth, who along with her husband 

Ed are both physicians as well as inflicted with MS. 

 

Marie Dion Gevisser has agreed to send me a “telepathic message” letting me know 

which direction she is going to be walking and at the same time we have both 
agreed that if it doesn’t work to assume that if the tide is too high as she first 

heads north towards Dog Beach that I should catch up with her heading south to 

Torrey Pines State Reserve. 

 

For several months I have been “reporting” how David Ben Gurion, the head of the 
more “political” Hagannah Jewish Underground movement fighting the British-

Americans in Palestine, hell bent on enforcing the 1939 White Paper, had agreed in 

January 1948 for South African-Israeli Boris Senior, a secret member of the more 

http://www.just3ants.com/punbb/viewtopic.php?pid=148#p148
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“militant” Irgun Jewish Underground movement prior to the War of Independence 

where his job was flying French Resistance assasins across in to England to kill 

British-American military officers, to have Boris travel at his “own expense” to 
South Africa to buy aircraft and to recruit experienced pilots such as my 

extraordinarily skilled and experienced fighter-bomber-pilot father Bernie Gevisser, 

trained on both British made Spitfires whose wings were made out of balsa wood as 

well as the much more robust American made Kittyhawks which is all that Bernie 

flew on his 71 odd miraculous missions dive-bombing the crap out of the De Beers 
and Co. financed Nazi bastards. 

 

Not to mention yet again, that on my father’s 4th mission he was considered good 

enough to fly as “wingman” to South African Commander Syd Cohen who later went 

on to replace Israeli Modi Alon as Commander of Israel’s only squadron, Squadron 

101, during its most brutal War of Independence when Modi Alon was killed with 
the war far from over. 

 

To mention little of both my father and Dr. Syd Cohen MD still very much alive at 

this hour. 

 
To mention in passing Ben Gurion’s very precise words immediately after the 

outbreak of World Oil War II in September 1939,  

 

We will fight the White Paper as if there is no war, and fight the war 

as if there is no White Paper. 
 

Cutting and pasting – Chapter Six – Airplanes and Volunteers, subtitle Double 

Pushkin - NEW HEAVENS, subtitle My Life as a Fighter Pilot, autobiography of 

Boris Senior, only published after his death in April 2004, some 6 months prior to 

my “Remember me?” communiqué to the architects and beneficiaries of World Oil 

War I and II: 
 

The Kfar Etzion mission was our first real “combined operation,” and though 
limited both in its scope and effectiveness, it was the first of a number of military 
air actions that we carried out under the difficult conditions of the time. 
 
Already in December 1947, Arab guerrillas had started crossing the borders of 
Palestine in preparation for the ending of the British mandate. More than 600 
crossed in December from Syria and Lebanon, and a Syrian army regiment 
departed Damascus in preparation for the border crossing. In this threatening 
climate, the air service took desperate measures to support the ill-equipped 
kibbutzim and settlements. 
 
We formed a unit to drop bombs by hand from our aircraft. At first we used 15-kilo 
and 20-kilo bombs, but later 25-kilo and 50-kilo bombs. Our nickname for the 25-
kilo model was “Pushkin,” and the 50-kilo bombs, “Double Pushkin.” The origin of 
these strange names may be from the shouted pilot’s instructions in English to 
“push” them out. The bombs were fitted with a sturdy iron handle and in some 
case were armed by pulling a fuse before throwing them out of the aircraft, often 
from our laps. 



 
This was accompanied with a bang and a smell of cordite, an unpleasant 
experience especially when flying alone in a small airplane at night. The bombing 
campaign was directed mostly at the enemy’s morale and was effective especially 
at night when, after the bombing, we dropped empty soft-drink bottles, which 
made an eerie whistle followed by a deathly silence when landing on the sandy 
soil. 
 
In time, we improved our methods of dropping supplies to beleaguered 
settlements by using small parachutes and cardboard containers with winglets 
that opened during their descent. Although some of the drops were successful, 
however, many missed their targets. 
 
In early 1948 we succeeded in buying nineteen surplus Austers from local British 
army stock. These aircraft were not in flying condition and were transported by 
road from the RAF base in Aqir to a hideout in Sarona in Tel Aviv. They were 
regarded as scrap, so when we managed by cannibalization to get some of them 
into flying condition, illegally of course, we painted the same registration number 
of our sole official Auster VQ-PAS on all of them. Under each machine’s tail, we 
painted our own small registration number, for example VQ-PAS 1 or 2, and so on. 
 
PURCHASE AND RECRUIT 
 
After the Kfar Etzion operation, I became desperate to do something to improve 
our aircraft situation, knowing, too, that our ground troops and naval forces were 
in a similar situation. 
 
In January 1948 Air Service headquarters agreed to my urging that I should go at 
my own expense to South Africa to try buy aircraft and to recruit experienced 
pilots. I left for Johannesburg on 15 February 1948, confidant the committed 
Jewish community in South Africa would do all in its power to assist. 
 
It was strange for me to return to my parents’ home. I was back in the environment 
in which I had grown up, and everything was just as it had been before I left. Yet, I 
was now only a visitor, my roots already replanted 10,000 miles away in Palestine. 
 
In Johannesburg I went to the Zionist Federation offices armed with an imposing 
letter from the General Council for Jewish Aviation, a mythical organization which 
neither I or anyone else had heard of. Coming from a well-known Zionist family 
that for many years a major supporter of the cause of a national home, doors were 
opened and I was immediately offered help. 
 
My problem was not so much finding people ready and qualified to serve with us 
but to buy aircraft and deliver them to Palestine secretly in the face of the British 
arms embargo. That would let us survive until the hoped-for-illegal armada of 
aircraft arrived from the United States. 

 
I now want to try and join up with my French-Canadian wife, and just looking out of 

our oversized double windows here at our gallery-studio cliff house and seeing the 



level of the Pacific ocean along with the sound of the surf, my guess is that the tide 

is high, and therefore to head south. 

 
You can continue to try following along by clicking this hyperlink below that takes 

you to excerpts of Boris Senior’s most interesting book that of course does not tell 

all the secrets because you would know without being schooled by someone like my 

highly secretive Royal Mater-Mother who, “From the earliest days of 1949 she 

[Zena] visited Israel two and three times a year, writing reports for 
different publications”, that the instant you tell a single person your secret, it is 

not longer a secret; and of course people like my mother’s grandmother, pogrom 

orphaned Nechie Badash and Ben Gurion who came from the same tiny village of 

Plonsk, White Russia-Poland, didn’t need to be constantly reminded given how 

quickly folks a century ago also forgot quickly once getting comfortable that took of 

course much longer than in recent times especially if you have been on the side of 
the most brutal and most deceptive victors of both oil wars and all those in between 

and since and who have succeeded so horrifically in numbing their increasingly 

brain dead populations. 

 

http://books.google.com/books?id=vmkIReR7RCUC&pg=PA138&dq=boris+senior+
auction&sig=ACfU3U3uAU9Jh1ylCS9usSJ-CTRhv88sJg#PPA135,M1 

 

Bear in mind that you have it on “good word” that when Boris Senior returned to 

Tel-Aviv, Israel and “was hauled over the coals” by Ben Gurion for “drawing 

attention” to his not so secret activities, such an action went a long way in 
deceiving both the American and British Governments who believed that the actions 

of Boris Senior in South Africa depicted nothing more than a desperate “loose 

canyon” who couldn’t even figure out how to get, NOT 50 British made Spitfires, 

but very well made and in good condition 50 American made Kittyhawks in to 

Israel, that had been purchased by Senior in a rigged auction for the extraordinarily 

low price of 6 English Pounds Sterling each. 
 

Not to mention yet again that not only was my father so extraordinarily 

conspicuous when not joining Squadron 101 in Israel but so was Boris Senior very 

experienced on those Kittyhawks but not quite as experienced as my father 

“clicking his heels” in Durban, South Africa, given again how Bernie Gevisser had 
some 71 missions flying ONLY Kittyhawks, a total of 26 more missions than his 

friend Boris Senior, tucked under his belt, dive-bombing the crap out of the De 

Beers-US-Nazi bastards over northern Italy during World Oil War II, all about 

murdering the best of the best Jewish people and those who survived to be “picked 

off” one at the time, if necessary, assuming they were to ever “cry foul”. 
 

To mention little of Ben Gurion and Co. in preparing for decades Israel’s first war of 

survival fully anticipated the American-British military watching like hawks each and 

every armaments purchase as well as skilled and experienced fighter-bomber-pilots 

being recruited in South Africa sitting atop the world’s richest mineral resources 
that after securing the oil fields of the Middle East was the next phase of securing 

their position as the world’s most brutally repressive allocator of resources, and to 

then find whenever it was necessary the next “bad guy” and of course to be able to 

http://books.google.com/books?id=vmkIReR7RCUC&pg=PA138&dq=boris+senior+auction&sig=ACfU3U3uAU9Jh1ylCS9usSJ-CTRhv88sJg#PPA135,M1
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count on the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel’s [DAAC] Madison Avenue and 

Hollywood. 

 
Have you seen the movie, The Dark Age, which my French-Canadian wife first 

suggested we watch this evening? 

 

“Sumthing” [sic] tells me that even if you don’t fully “get it” you will be interested 

in the following 3 emails sent to my one American programmer Adam L. Tucker by 
a college educated, multi-cultured, Hawaiian born and raised, young, most 

attractive and athletic lady who could set a trend not only wearing the 

just3ants.com “I don’t lie, steal or cheat!” t-shirt when working out at least 3 times 

a week, but agreeing to communicate back to me her take on my daily diary that I 

plan to broadcast daily over the internet, and of course shared with those going to 

U Tube as well as anything else your adversaries might recommend? 
 

By way of deception we wage war - Mossad 
 
_____________________________________ 
From: Emelyn  
To: Adam Tucker 
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2008 4:40:25 PM 
Subject: Are you sleeping again, Still? 

 
 
_____________________________ 
From: Emelyn  



Sent: Friday, June 27, 2008 4:27 PM 
To: adam@just3ants.com 
Subject: Is he still ALIVE? 

 
Adam,  
Is there anything else Gary has done since June17, 2008 because his diary on just3ants.com has 
stopped?  Is he still ALIVE?  A lot of people want to know..For some people, it seems, it would be a good 
thing..... 
  
Emelyn 
_______________________________ 
From: Emelyn  
Sent: Friday, June 27, 2008 3:45 PM 
To: adam@just3ants.com 
Subject: I don't lie, Steal or Cheat T shirt 

 
Hello Adam! I want to order a shirt that says I don't lie, steal or cheat and I am prepared to model it for 
your website if the link works.  Gary has promised me a 22% discount off the regular selling price.  I will 
provide my "best efforts" to wear my shirt anytime I am exercising at least three times a week... How 
often are you exercising Adam??   
  
Emelyn 
  
p.s. As soon as I get  the T-shirt I will send you a photo... 
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